**HEARING AGENDA – DAY 6**

**Thursday 11 July 2019 at 10.00**

**Old Library Building, Newcastle University,**

**Newcastle upon Tyne, NE1 7RU**

**Note:**
- All participants are encouraged to familiarise themselves with the hearing statements produced by the Council and other parties in respect of the issues addressed at this session. These are available on the Examination website.
- References to questions in square brackets are those posed by the Inspector in ED/3 Schedule of Matters, Issues and Questions. This has already been circulated and can be viewed on the Examination website.
- The matter statements provided for each session and the participants are listed on this agenda.

**Matter 7: Monitoring [7.1 – 7.7]**

1. Inspector’s Opening Remarks
2. Council’s Introduction to Matter 7
3. How will the Plan’s policies and proposals be monitored?
4. Effectiveness of the indicators, trigger points and potential remedial actions in the Council’s Monitoring Framework
5. The role of Supplementary Planning Documents in implementing the Plan

**Mop-Up Session**

The purpose of the mop-up session is to consider how issues raised in the hearing sessions will be taken forward and to discuss how the Examination will proceed hereafter, including:
7. Review of potential main modifications for Matters 1 - 7  
8. Other administrative matters  
9. Closing comments by the Council  
10. Closing comments by the Inspector

The mop-up session is a public session which people are welcome to attend to observe.

**Statements for Matter 7**  
M7-01 Newcastle City Council

**Participants for Matter 7 Hearing**  
- Newcastle City Council  
- Nicola Reed, Persimmon Homes North East